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Abstract
The context of much of the work in this paper is that of a backward-shift invariant subspace
of the form KB :¼ H2ðDÞ~BH2ðDÞ; where B is some inﬁnite Blaschke product. We address
(but do not fully answer) the question: For which B can one ﬁnd a (convergent) sequence
f fngNn¼1 in KB such that the sequence of real measures flog j fnjdygNn¼1 converges weak-star to
some nontrivial singular measure on @D? We show that, in order for this to hold, KB must
contain functions with nontrivial singular inner factors. And in a rather special setting, we
show that this is also sufﬁcient. Much of the paper is devoted to ﬁnding conditions (on B) that
guarantee that KB has no functions with nontrivial singular inner factors. Our primary result
in this direction is based on the ‘‘geometry’’ of the zero set of B:
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 30H05; 47B38; secondary 49J20
1. Introduction
Let D ¼ fz : jzjo1g be the unit disk and T :¼ @D ¼ fz : jzj ¼ 1g be the unit circle.
For 0opoN; Hp :¼ HpðDÞ denotes the Hardy space of functions analytic in D
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and satisfying:
jj f jjpp :¼ sup
0oro1
1
2p
Z 2p
0
j f ðreiyÞjpdyoN:
It is well-known that, for 1ppoN; Hp can be identiﬁed with the closed subspace of
functions in Lp :¼ LpðT; dy
2pÞ whose negatively indexed Fourier coefﬁcients are zero.
Those functions on T are in fact nontangential boundary values of Hp-functions in
the disk. Also, from standard theory we know that every nonzero Hp-function can be
factored:
f ¼ eiaBFSm;
where aAR is a constant,
BðzÞ ¼ zm
YN
n¼1
janj
an
an  z
1 anz
is a Blaschke product built on the zeros of f (m is a nonnegative integer and,
necessarily,
PN
n¼1 ð1 janjÞoN),
FðzÞ ¼ exp 1
2p
Z 2p
0
eiy þ z
eiy  z ln jf ðe
iyÞj dy
 
is an outer function (jF j ¼ j f j a.e. on T) and
SmðzÞ ¼ exp 
Z 2p
0
eiy þ z
eiy  z dmðyÞ
 
is a singular inner function; mX0 is singular with respect to Lebesgue measure. Note
that H2 is a Hilbert space; a subspace of L2ðTÞ with the usual inner product
/f ; gS ¼ 1
2p
Z 2p
0
f ðeiyÞgðeiyÞ dy:
For a detailed account of Hardy spaces on the disk, we refer the reader to [7,10–12]
and references therein.
The following question, posed to the third author by Anders Lindquist and
Tryphon Georgiou, has arisen in their work on nonlinear optimal control.
Question 1.1. Let B be an inﬁnite Blaschke product and f fngNn¼1 be a sequence of
functions in the space KB :¼ H2~BH2—the orthogonal complement of BH2 in
H2—such that flog j fnjgNn¼1 is bounded in L1ðTÞ: If f fngNn¼1 converges to fc0
weakly in H2; then does this imply that flog j fnjgNn¼1 is weakly relatively compact
in L1ðTÞ?
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We remark in passing that if the functions fn are not required to belong to some
special subspace of H2; then the answer to Question 1.1 is ﬁrmly in the negative.
Indeed, let S be the singular inner function given by
SðzÞ ¼ exp z þ 1
z  1
 
and for rn :¼ 1 2n; let fnðzÞ ¼ SðrnzÞ: Then f fngNn¼1 converges to S in H2 (as
n-N), yet the measures flog j fnj dygNn¼1 converge weak-star to a point mass at 1
and so the family flog j fnjgNn¼1 cannot be uniformly integrable on T: Accordingly,
flog j fnjgNn¼1 is not weakly compact in L1ðTÞ; cf. [6,14]—Vitali’s Theorem.
The spaces KB (¼ H2~BH2) are representatives of a wide class of subspaces in H2
that are invariant with respect to the so-called backward shift operator T
(cf. [3,4,15]). Indeed, if we let T denote the forward shift operator acting on H2
(Tðf Þ :¼ zf ), then a celebrated theorem of A. Beurling states that any nontrivial
closed subspace M of H2 that is invariant with respect to T has the form
M ¼ IH2;
where I ¼ BSm is an inner function; B is a Blaschke product and Sm is a singular
inner function, and one or both of these factors may reduce to a constant. Hence, by
duality, it immediately follows that KI :¼ H2~IH2 is invariant with respect to T;
the adjoint of T : One easily calculates that
Tf ¼ f ðzÞ  f ð0Þ
z
;
which explains the terminology ‘‘backward shift’’ when we identify a function f in
H2 with a vector in c2 via its Taylor coefﬁcients.
Returning to Question 1.1, note that the answer is a resounding ‘‘yes’’ if B ¼ BN is
a finite Blaschke product. Indeed, in that case (and assuming for the sake of
simplicity that BN has no multiple zeros),
KBN ¼ Span
1
1 ajz : j ¼ 1; 2; 3;y; N
 
;
where fajgNj¼1 are the zeros of BN : Evidently, KBN is a ﬁnite dimensional space of
rational functions with ﬁxed poles f1
aj
: j ¼ 1; 2; 3;y; Ng: Note that if f ¼ FJAKI ;
where F is an outer function and J is an inner function, then F must be in KI as well
since
0 ¼
Z
FJIJh dy ¼
Z
FIh dy
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for all h in H2: Thus KI is stable under division by inner factors. Now, with regard to
Question 1.1, if we let Fn denote the outer part of fn; then we obtain
FnðzÞ ¼
cn
Qmn
j¼1 ðz  bðnÞj ÞQ
jAJn ð1 ajzÞ
;
where JnDf1; 2;y; Ng; and cn and fbðnÞj : 1pjpmnojJnjg are constants; jbðnÞj jX1:
Since jFnj ¼ j fnj a.e. on T; and since KBN is stable under division by inner factors, we
may assume that fFngNn¼1 converges weakly to F in KBN ; jF jXj f j and so Fc0: Thus,
fcngNn¼1 are bounded away from zero and weak compactness of flog j fnj ¼
log jFnjgNn¼1 follows from the uniform integrability of flog jFnjgNn¼1; since z/log jz 
bjAL1ðTÞ for any b in T: This example suggests that, in order for Question 1.1 to
have an afﬁrmative answer, it is perhaps necessary that functions in KB do not allow
a singular inner factor. We note here that some special examples of such subspaces
were constructed by Dyakonov [8]. In Section 2, we considerably extend this
collection of known examples and describe a wide variety of such KB-spaces; our
methods are essentially different from those of Dyakonov. In Section 3, we show
that, for these spaces KB; the answer to Question 1.1 is indeed ‘‘yes’’. Moreover, we
further show that all weak-star limit points of measures flog j fnj dygNn¼1 in the weak-
star topology of MðTÞ ¼ CðTÞ are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
measure on T; a result that is reminiscent of the F. and M. Riesz theorem, though for
the logarithms of the moduli. In Section 4, we discuss simple examples of spaces KB
that have plentiful singular inner factors; this follows the work of Dyakonov
[8, Theorem 5(i)]. In Section 5, using Paley–Wiener theory, we construct an example
of a KB-space for which Question 1.1 has a negative answer. Some ﬁnal remarks
and further questions are contained in Section 6.
2. T-Invariant subspaces without singular inner factors
In this section we develop a large class of inﬁnite Blaschke products B for which
the T-invariant subspaces KB :¼ H2~BH2 contain no functions with nontrivial
singular inner factors. The examples we discuss here are somewhat complementary
to the one given by Dyakonov [8, Theorem 5(ii)]; where the zeros (of B) have just one
accumulation point on T and are chosen (in a very special way) to approach the unit
circle fast and tangentially from both sides of that accumulation point.
Theorem 2.1. Let B be an infinite Blaschke product whose zeros cluster at only finitely
many points w1; w2;y; wm of the unit circle T: Moreover, suppose that for each j ¼
1; 2;y; m there is a chord of the unit circle with one endpoint at wj so that B has no
zeros in one of the domains bounded by this chord and T: Then KB :¼ H2~BH2
contains no functions with nontrivial singular inner factors.
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Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that KB contains gS; where S is a nontrivial singular
inner function and 0cgAH2: As we noted in Section 1, KB is stable with respect to
division by inner factors and so we may assume that g is an outer function. As is well
known and immediately checked (cf. [3]), the function
kðz; zÞ ¼ kBðz; zÞ :¼ 1 BðzÞBðzÞ
1 zz ð2:1Þ
is the reproducing kernel for KB: Hence, writing any f in KB as
f ðzÞ ¼ /f ðzÞ; kðz; zÞS;
we conclude that (together with z/kðz; zÞ) all functions f in KB are analytically
continuable to C\closðf 1
bn
gNn¼1Þ; where fbngNn¼1 are the zeros of B: In particular, all
such functions f are analytically continuable across T\fw1; w2;y; wmg: Thus the
singular measure of S consists only of atoms at some of the points wj: Again, since
we have the freedom to cancel inner factors, we may assume (applying a rotation if
needed) that S has only one atom and in fact that atom is located at w1 ¼ 1: So we
are reduced to the case that
SðzÞ ¼ exp c z þ 1
z  1
  
; ð2:2Þ
where c is some positive constant. Since gc0 is an outer function, for 0pro1;
log jgðreitÞj is a Poisson integral of the L1-function log jgðeiyÞj whose Fourier
coefﬁcients fcngNn¼N satisfy cn-0 as jnj-N: Thus,
log jgðreiyÞj ¼
XN
n¼N
cnr
jnjeiny
and hence
log jgðreiyÞj ¼ o 1
1 r
 
; ð2:3Þ
as r-1 uniformly in y: From (2.1) and (2.3) it follows that, for 0pxo1;
jSðxÞgðxÞjpA exp  b
1 x
 
; ð2:4Þ
for suitable positive constants A and b: Now (2.4) will lead us to a contradiction.
In order to clarify the reasoning, from this point on we transplant the whole sce-
nario to the upper half-plane U ¼ Uþ :¼ fw ¼ x þ iy : y40g and send w1 ¼ 1 to
N via jðzÞ ¼ ið1þzÞ
1z : The hypothesis of the theorem applied to the boundary
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point N reads as
There is a ray L ðin UÞ such that one of the open
sectorial ðor ‘‘wedge’’Þ domains bounded by L and
R is free from zeros of B :¼ B3j1: ð2:5Þ
Let t in R denote the point where L meets the real axis and let W be the zero-free
wedge domain. By decreasing the angle of W (if necessary), we may assume that the
zeros of B approach %W nontangentially. Note that
SðwÞ :¼ S3j1ðwÞ ¼ expficwg;
where c40; G :¼ g3j1 (c0) is an outer function in the Hardy space H2ðUÞ (cf. [7]
or [11]) and (2.4) becomes
jSðiyÞGðiyÞjpA expfbyg; ð2:6Þ
for y40; again, b is a positive constant. Furthermore, transplanting (2.3) into U and
observing that S tends to zero exponentially along all vertical rays in U ; it follows
that (2.6) holds (perhaps with different positive constants A and b) along each
vertical ray in U : In particular, we can ﬁnd positive constants Ao and bo such that
jSðt þ iyÞGðt þ iyÞjpAo expfboyg; ð2:7Þ
whenever yX0: Since SG is orthogonal to BH2 in U ; it follows from the F. and M.
Riesz Theorem (in U) that there is f in H2ðUÞ such that
SGB ¼ f
a.e. on R; that is,
SG ¼ Bf ð2:8Þ
a.e. on R: Let F be a function in H2ðUÞ; U :¼ fw ¼ x þ iy : yo0g is the lower
half-plane, so that F ¼ f a.e. on R: The existence of such an F follows right away
from the Paley–Wiener Theorem (cf. [2,11, Chapter 8]) or by transplanting f back to
D; noting that H2-functions are precisely those whose Taylor coefﬁcients are square
summable and conjugating that Taylor series on T: Now rewrite (2.8) as
SG ¼ BF ð2:9Þ
a.e. on R: The Blaschke product B has a meromorphic continuation to U across all
points of R that are not cluster points of the zeros of B: The continued function has
poles precisely at the points in U that are reﬂections of zeros of B through R:
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Letting W ¼ fw : wAWg; we then have
GðwÞ ¼ SðwÞGðwÞ if wAU ;
BðwÞFðwÞ if wAW
(
ð2:10Þ
which is analytic across the common boundary of U and W; this analytic
continuation follows from representation (2.1) and the sentence that follows it (in the
proof of Theorem 2.1). Without loss of generality, we may assume that this common
boundary is fx : Noxotg (DR). Thus, by (2.10), G is holomorphic in the wedge
domain V that is bounded by L :¼ fw : wALg and the vertical ray ft þ iy : y40g; at
t; the sides of V form an angle of less than p: Also, in view of (2.10) and (2.7), G
decays exponentially along ft þ iy : y40g: Also, along L; G has ‘‘subexponential’’
growth. That is,
lim sup
jwj-N
wAL
log jGðwÞj
jwj p0; ð2:11Þ
since, on L; G ¼ BF (cf. (2.10)) and both F and the analytically continued
Blaschke product B each separately satisfy such an estimate. Indeed, for F (an H2-
function in U) it follows at once from, for example, the Paley–Wiener theorem
(cf. [2,11, Chapter 8]) that the limit in (2.11) is in fact less than 0. As to the continued
Blaschke product B; the assertion is equivalent (in view of the reﬂection law:
BðwÞBðwÞ ¼ 1) to the following result, whose proof we defer for the moment.
Lemma 2.2. Let B be a Blaschke product in U whose zeros fangNn¼1 tend toN: If W is
a wedge domain in U such that W-fangNn¼1 ¼ | and, indeed, fangNn¼1 has nontangential
approach to W as n-N; then
lim
jwj-N
wAW
log jBðwÞj
jwj ¼ 0:
There are much stronger versions of this lemma in the literature (due to L. Ahlfors
and M.H. Heins) that make no restriction concerning a zero-free wedge domain W ;
we refer the reader to [1, Theorem 7.2.3]. Returning to the proof of our theorem, we
have a function G of exponential type in the wedge domain V ; where V has opening
less than p and is bounded by the ray L and the vertical ray ft þ iy : y40g: The
indicator function h (hðyÞ :¼ lim supr-N log jGðtþre
iyÞj
r
(cf. [1, p. 66]) is negative on L
and is nonpositive on ft þ iy : y40g: Therefore, by [1, Theorem 5.1.2] ho0 in V
along all rays emanating from the vertex t of V : In particular, ho0 on ðN; t

(in R). But the latter is impossible since G; being the boundary values of a nonzero
function in H2; must satisfy Z t
N
log jGðxÞj
1þ x2 dx4N
(cf. [7,10,11]) and hence cannot have exponential decay as x-N:
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To ﬁnish the proof of our theorem, it only remains for us to establish Lemma 2.2.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The argument proceeds more easily under the automorphism
(of U) cðwÞ :¼ 1=w; we let W  ¼ cðWÞ: So we assume that B is a Blaschke product
in U whose zeros fangNn¼1 tend to zero (as n-N) such that W -fangNn¼1 ¼ | and an
approaches W

nontangentially as n-N: To establish this lemma we need to show
that
lim
jwj-0
wAW 
jwj
XN
n¼1
log
jw  anj
jw  anj
 
¼ 0:
Now, by our assumption concerning nontangential approach, there is a constant
C41 such that
1
C
pjw  anjjw  anjp1 and
jwj
jw  anjpC
for all w in W  and all n: And so we can ﬁnd positive constants M1 and M2 such that
for any natural number N and for any w in W ;
04jwj
XN
n¼1
log
jw  anj
jw  anj
 
XM1jwj
XN
n¼1
jw  anj
jw  anj  1
 
¼M1jwj
XN
n¼1
½jw  anj  jw  anj

jw  anj
 
XM2
XN
n¼1
½jw  anj  jw  anj
 
XN
n¼Nþ1
jan  anj
 !
:
Since B is a Blaschke product,
PN
n¼1 jan  anj is convergent and so we can makePN
n¼Nþ1 jan  anj as small as we like by choosing N sufﬁciently large. The result now
follows from the simple observation that, for any ﬁxed N;
XN
n¼1
½jw  anj  jw  anj
-0
as jwj-0 (for z in W ). &
There is a different proof of Theorem 2.1 that involves an argument based on
harmonic measure estimates. It is worth mentioning, and thus we sketch its outline in
what follows.
Another Proof of Theorem 2.1. We proceed as we did in the beginning of our ﬁrst
proof and arrive at the assumption that gS is in KB :¼ H2~BH2; where gc0 is an
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outer function and S is a singular inner function of the form
SðzÞ ¼ exp c z þ 1
z  1
  
;
c is some positive constant. Since the zeros of B have nontangential approach to
w1 ¼ 1 on at least one side of 1; we can ﬁnd r; 0oro1; and a point zo in D
(zoa1 r; yet j1 zoj ¼ r) such that the closure of D :¼ fz : jz  zojorg contains
none of the poles of B (in C\D). In fact, we may assume that these poles approach D
nontangentially. Note that gS has an analytic continuation to D and indeed, for z in
O :¼ D\D; we have
f ðzÞSðzÞ ¼ /f ðzÞSðzÞ; kðz; zÞS;
where kðz; zÞ is the reproducing kernel function for KB: Using this integral
representation, we obtain
j f ðzÞSðzÞjoC1 jBðzÞjðjzj  1Þ;
whenever zAO; C1 is some positive constant. So, for such z;
(i) j f ðzÞjoC1 jBðzÞjðjzj1ÞjSðzÞj; and
(ii) j f ðzÞSoðzÞjoC1 jBðzÞjðjzj1ÞjSoðzÞj;
where So is given by S
2
o ¼ S: By (i), (ii) and Lemma 2.2, we can now ﬁnd another
positive constant C2 such that
(iii) j f ðzÞjp C2ðjzj1Þ and j f ðzÞSoðzÞjp C2ðjzj1Þ
for all z in O: For any s; 0osor; let aðsÞ ¼ fyA½0; 2pÞ : jzo þ seiyjp1g and let bðsÞ ¼
fyA½0; 2pÞ : jzo  seiyj41g: Now arclength measure on an arc of a circle in D is a
Carleson measure, and the associated (Carleson) constant M can be chosen
independent of the arc or the circle. Therefore,
sup
0osor
1
2p
Z
aðsÞ
logþ j f ðzo þ seiyÞjdyp sup
0osor
1
2p
Z
aðsÞ
j f ðzo þ seiyÞj dy
pMjj f jjH2oN;
and likewise with fSo in place of f : And, by (iii),
sup
0osor
1
2p
Z
bðsÞ
logþ j f ðzo þ seiyÞj dyoN;
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and likewise with fSo in place of f : Therefore,
sup
0osor
1
2p
Z 2p
0
logþ j f ðzo þ seiyÞj dyoN;
and likewise with fSo in place of f : Consequently, both f and fSo are in the
Nevanlinna class of D: But then So is in the Nevanlinna class of D; which we know is
false! Our (second) proof is now complete. &
3. Weak compactness in T-invariant subspaces without inner factors
We ﬁrst prove the ‘‘F. and M. Riesz Theorem’’ for logarithms of functions in KB;
where B is such that KB contains no function with a nontrivial singular inner factor.
Theorem 3.1. Let B be an infinite Blaschke product such that KB :¼ H2~BH2
contains no functions with nontrivial singular inner factors. For positive constants a and
M, let EðM; aÞ ¼ f fAKB : jj f jjH2pM and
R
log j f ðeiyÞj dy4 ag: Then the set of
measures flog j f ðeiyÞj dy : fAEðM; aÞg is compact in the weak-star topology of
MðTÞ :¼ CðTÞ:
Corollary 3.2. The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 holds for spaces KB; where B satisfies
the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Note that having a parameter a in the deﬁnition of EðM; aÞ is
important in order to prevent unboundedness of the negative variations of the
(signed) measures flog j fnj dygNn¼1:
The hypothesis implies that the measures flog j f ðeiyÞj dy : fAEðM; aÞg have
bounded total variations. Indeed, jlog j f jj ¼ logþ j f j þ log j f j: Therefore, we haveZ
logþ j f j dyp
Z
j f j dyp2pMoN;
and henceZ
log j f j dy ¼ 
Z
log j f j dyþ
Z
logþ j f j dypa þ 2pMoN:
Thus, for any sequence f fngNn¼1 in EðM; aÞ; choosing a subsequence if necessary, we
may assume that f fngNn¼1 converges to some f (in KB) weakly in H2 and that the
measures flog j fnðeiyÞj dyg converge weak-star to a ﬁnite real measure on T: Since
KB is stable with respect to dividing by inner factors, dividing out the Blaschke
products of the functions fn (by our hypothesis, they have no singular inner factors),
we may further assume that (for each n) 0cfn is an outer function. We then have a
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sequence of outer functions f fngNn¼1 convergent to f uniformly on compact subsets of
D: Indeed, for each z in D (letting PzðyÞ denote the Poisson kernel for evaluation
at z) we have
log j f ðzÞj ¼ lim
n-N
log j fnðzÞj ¼ lim
n-N
1
2p
Z
log j fnðeiyÞjPzðyÞ dy
X  a
2p
þ M
  1þ jzj
1 jzj
 
4N:
Therefore, f vanishes nowhere in D: Since, by our hypothesis, f has no singular
inner factor, it is an outer function. That is, log j f ðzÞj is the Poisson integral of the
integrable function log j f ðeiyÞj: Since, obviously, log j f ðzÞj is also the Poisson
integral of the measure m that is the weak-star limit of flog j fnðeiyÞj dygNn¼1; we have:
dm ¼ log j f ðeiyÞj dy: The proof is now complete. &
Although this theorem (i.e., Theorem 3.1) is not yet a positive answer to the L1-
weak compactness question, it turns out to be the main ingredient needed to
establish L1-weak compactness of the logarithms in the KB spaces described in
Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 3.3. Let B be a Blaschke product satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.
Then Question 1.1 has the affirmative answer. More precisely, the set
flog j f ðeiyÞj : fAEðM; aÞg is weakly compact in L1ðTÞ:
Proof. We begin with some elementary lemmas.
Lemma 3.4. Let E be a bounded subset of L1ðTÞ with the property that, for any
compact subset F of T\fw1; w2;y; wmg; there is a positive constant MðFÞ such that
sup
Z
F
jgj2 dy : gAE
 
pMðFÞ: ð3:1Þ
Then any measure on T that is the weak-star limit of a sequence fgn dy : gnAEg has the
form g dyþ m; where m is an atomic measure supported on fw1; w2;y; wmg:
Proof. Let dn be a measure on T that is the weak-star limit of a sequence
fgn dy : gnAEg: Since, restricted to any compact subset F of T\fw1; w2;y; wmg;
fgngNn¼1 is bounded in the L2-norm, we could, by taking an increasing sequence
fFjgNn¼1 of compact subsets of T\fw1; w2;y; wmg (
SN
j¼1 Fj ¼ T\fw1; w2;y; wmg) and
applying Cantor’s diagonalization process in extracting subsequences, assume that
fgngNn¼1 converges to g weakly in L2 on all compact subsets of T\fw1; w2;y; wmg:
Let V be an open subset of T such that fw1; w2;y; wmgDV and let j be a
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continuous function on T that vanishes on V : Then,Z
j dn ¼ lim
n-N
Z
T
jgn dy ¼ lim
n-N
Z
T\V
jgn dy ¼
Z
T\V
jg dy:
It follows that dn and g dy coincide on T\fw1; w2;y; wmg: &
Remark 3.5. Of course, replacing the exponent 2 in (3.1) by any p41; leads to the
same conclusion.
Lemma 3.6. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 3.4, assume further that
(i) any limit measure of a weak-star convergent sequence fgn dy : gnAEg has
vanishing atomic component, and
(ii) all g in E are nonnegative.
Then the family E is uniformly integrable and hence (by [5, Chapter 4, Section 8,
Theorem 7], is compact in the weak topology of L1ðTÞ:
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, applying a Cantor diagonalization argument,
we may assume that the sequence fgngNn¼1 converges weakly in L2 on compact
subsets of T\fw1; w2;y; wmg: By passing to another subsequence (if necessary) we
may further assume that the measures fgn dygNn¼1 converge weak-star to n; and by (i)
and Lemma 3.4, dn ¼ g dy; where gAL1ðTÞ: Choose c in LNðTÞ and V an open
subset of T such that fw1; w2;y; wmgDV : Then,Z
T\V
gnc dy-
Z
T\V
gc dy: ð3:2Þ
And furthermore,Z
T
gnc dy
Z
T
gc dy

p
Z
T\V
ðgn  gÞc dy

þ jjcjjN 
Z
V
ðjgnj þ jgjÞ dy: ð3:3Þ
Letting n tend toN and using assumption (ii) and (3.2), we see that
lim sup
n-N
Z
T
ðgn  gÞc dy

pjjcjjN 
Z
V
jgj dyþ lim sup
n-N
Z
V
gn dy
 
: ð3:4Þ
Now the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side in (3.4) obviously tends to zero uniformly
as jV j-0; jV j denotes the Lebesgue measure of V : The second term does as well,
because of:
Lemma 3.7. lim supjV j-0
R
V
g dy : gAE
  ¼ 0:
This is precisely the assertion of uniform integrability locally at the points
w1; w2;y; wm:
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Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that lim supjV j-0 f
R
V
g dy : gAEg40: So, we
can ﬁnd e40; a sequence of open sets fVngNn¼1 in T; where jVnjo2n and
fw1; w2;y; wmgDVn (for all n), and a sequence fgngNn¼1DE such thatZ
Vn
gn dyXe; ð3:5Þ
for n ¼ 1; 2; 3;y: In fact, we may assume that Vnþ1DVn for all n; because if this is not
the case, then (for n ¼ 1; 2; 3;y) we replace Vn with V 0n :¼
SN
k¼n Vk and observe that
(a) V 0nþ1DV
0
n;
(b) jV 0njo21n; and
(c)
R
V 0n
gn dyXe for all n:
Note that (c) holds by (3.5), and since VnDV 0n and gnX0 for all n: Moreover, passing
to a subsequence, we may further assume (by (i)) that fgn dygNn¼1 converges to G dy
weak-star, and weakly in L2 on any compact subset of T\fw1; w2;y; wng; GAE:
Since, for any ﬁxed natural number N; @VN is a compact subset of
T\fw1; w2;y; wmg; and since gnX0 for all n; we now have
ep lim
n-N
Z
VN
gn dy ¼
Z
VN
G dy:
Letting N approach N; a contradiction to the integrability of G arises. So Lemma
3.7 must hold, and thus Lemma 3.6 is also established. &
Finally, to ﬁnish the proof of Theorem 3.3, let us note that in that context, the
functions gn in Lemmas 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7 are of the form log
 j fnj; where
fnAKB-EðM; aÞ: Since logþ jxjpjxj; logþ j fnj are bounded in L2ðTÞ and hence
are uniformly integrable on T: So, in order to apply the L1-weak precompactness
criterion ([5, Chapter IV, Section 8, Theorem 7]), we only need to study the uniform
integrability of log j fnj; So, hypothesis (ii) of Lemma 3.6 is satisﬁed. Hypothesis (i)
of Lemma 3.6 holds in view of Theorem 2.1. Lastly, the hypothesis of Lemma 3.4
holds simply since, as we noted earlier, any function f in KB (+KB-EðM; aÞ) is
analytically continuable across T\fw1; w2;y; wmg; where the w0js are the only
accumulation points of the zeros of the Blaschke product B: Thus, Lemma 3.7 holds
for jlog j f jj; where fAKB-EðM; aÞ; and the weak compactness in L1 of
flog j f j : fAKB-EðM; aÞg follows. &
4. T-Invariant subspaces that contain singular inner factors
Let Sm be a singular inner function. By Frostman’s Theorem (cf. [10, Chapter II]),
for all a in D; except for a set of logarithmic capacity zero, the inner function
bðzÞ :¼ SmðzÞ  a
1 aSmðzÞ ð4:1Þ
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is an inﬁnite Blaschke product. The following is a result of Dyakonov
(cf. [8, Theorem 5]). We state the result and give a proof for completeness sake.
Theorem 4.1. Let b be an infinite Blaschke product as in (4.1), and let B be the
Blaschke product BðzÞ :¼ zbðzÞ: Then KB :¼ H2~BH2 contains a function fSm; where f
is an outer function for which there exists M41 such that 1
M
pj f jpM on D:
Proof. Since bðzÞ :¼ SmðzÞa
1aSmðzÞ; it follows that
SmðzÞ ¼ bðzÞ þ a
1þ abðzÞ
and hence
ð1þ abðzÞÞSmðzÞ ¼ bðzÞ þ a:
Note that ðb þ aÞAKB and that f :¼ 1þ ab is an outer function satisfying the
conclusion of this theorem. &
Since KB is stable under division by singular factors, we have an immediate
corollary (to Theorem 4.1).
Corollary 4.2. Under the hypothesis and terms of Theorem 4.1, if Sn is a singular inner
function and
Sm
Sn
AHN; then fSnAKB:
In fact, Theorem 4.1 helps us ﬁnd a wide variety of outer functions in KB: For
example, the following remark holds (cf. [9, Lemma 1] for a similar result).
Theorem 4.3. Let Sm be a singular inner function, a be a point in D such that bðzÞ :¼
SmðzÞa
1aSmðzÞ is a Blaschke product, f be the outer function defined by f ¼ 1þ ab; and
KSm :¼ H2~SmH2: If gAKSm ; then fgAKb:
Proof. By our assumption, /g; SmhS ¼ 0 for all h in H2: Therefore, there exists ho in
H2 such that hoð0Þ ¼ 0 and gSm ¼ ho a.e. on T; and hence, g ¼ Smho a.e. on T: Recall
that fSm ¼ b þ a; and so
/gf ; bhS ¼ /fSmho; bhS ¼ /fSm; bhohS ¼ 0
for all h in HN: Since bHN is dense in bH2; the conclusion now follows. &
Remark 4.4. Theorem 4.3 suggests a strategy for ﬁnding a KB-space for which the
answer to Question 1.1 is in the negative. To be precise, if f ; B and Sm are as above
and we ﬁnd a sequence of functions fgngNn¼1 in KSm-EðM; aÞ such that flog jgnjgNn¼1
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are not uniformly integrable on T; then flog j fgnjgNn¼1 are also not uniformly
integrable on T: Since f fgngNn¼1DKB; the answer to Question 1.1 for this KB is in
the negative. We employ this strategy and construct such an example in the next
section.
5. An example of failure of L1-weak compactness for the logarithms
of KB-functions
As before, let S denote the singular inner function given by
SðzÞ ¼ exp z þ 1
z  1
 
;
and let a be any nonzero point in D: Then SðzÞ  a has analytic continuation across
@D\f1g; and tends to a as z in ð0; 1Þ approaches 1. Therefore, the inner function
bðzÞ :¼ SðzÞ  a
1 aSðzÞ
has no singular inner factor, and indeed is an inﬁnite Blaschke product. Deﬁne B to
be the Blaschke product BðzÞ ¼ zbðzÞ: In view of Remark 4.4, we look to construct a
sequence of functions fgngNn¼1 in KS whose logarithms are not uniformly integrable
on T: It turns out to be much more convenient to perform this construction in the
upper half-plane U :¼ fw ¼ x þ iy : y40g: We carry over to this setting under the
conformal mapping jðzÞ ¼ ið1þzÞ
1z and let
SðwÞ :¼ S3j1ðwÞ ¼ expfiwg;
the transplanted space KS admits a very simple description in terms of the Fourier
transform. Indeed, by the Paley–Wiener Theorem (cf. [2,11, Chapter 8]), H2ðUÞ is
identiﬁed with Fourier transforms of L2-functions supported on ½0;NÞ: Hence,SH2
(on the Fourier side) is identiﬁed with the subset of L2ðRÞ supported on ½1;NÞ (the
Fourier transform of multiplication by an exponential ‘‘transforms’’ into transla-
tion). Thus, on the side of Fourier transforms, KS becomes the subset of L
2ðRþÞ that
is orthogonal to L2ð1;NÞ; that is, the subset of L2ðRÞ that is supported on ½0; 1
:
Recall that the subset of L2ðRÞ with support in ½a; a
 consists of the Fourier
transforms of the Paley–Wiener space of entire functions that are square-integrable
on R and of type less than a: Thus, KS is precisely the result of multiplying by e
i
2
w all
the functions in the Paley–Wiener space on ½1
2
; 1
2

: Furthermore, since we are only
looking at real w and are interested in absolute values of H2-functions on R; the
factor e
i
2
w plays no role at all, and so we can normalize the problem with respect to
any convenient Paley–Wiener space; we may let a ¼ p; the classical Paley–Wiener
space. Thus the problem is now reduced to ﬁnding a sequence of functions f fngNn¼1 in
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the classical Paley–Wiener space for which
jlog j fnðxÞjj
1þ x2
 N
n¼1
are not uniformly integrable on R: The latter is the subject of the following result.
Theorem 5.1. In the Paley–Wiener space of exponential type less than or equal
to some constant c and with norm jj f jj :¼ jj f jjL2ðRÞ; there is a sequence f fngNn¼1 such
that
(i) fjj fnjjgNn¼1 is bounded,
(ii) fLnðxÞ :¼ j log j fnðxÞjj1þx2 gNn¼1 is also bounded in L1ðRÞ; and
(iii) there exists a positive constant b such thatZ
jxj4n
LnðxÞ dxXb
for all n.
Corollary 5.2. For H2 :¼ H2ðUÞ and for the inner function SðwÞ ¼ expficwg (in H2)
(c is some positive constant), there is a sequence of functions fgngNn¼1 in H2~SH2
which have bounded norms in H2 and such that the family of measures fLnðxÞ dxgNn¼1 in
Mð #RÞ is bounded and the weak-star limit of any subsequence has an atom at N ( #R is
the one-point compactification of R).
Interpreting Corollary 5.2 in the context of the unit disk and in light of the
comments at the beginning of this section, we now have
Corollary 5.3. For some positive constant c, let S denote the singular inner function
SðzÞ ¼ exp c z þ 1
z  1
  
:
Let a be a nonzero point in D; and so
bðzÞ :¼ SðzÞ  a
1 aSðzÞ
is an infinite Blaschke product (cf. the discussion at the beginning of Section 5). Let B
be the Blaschke product given by BðzÞ ¼ zbðzÞ: Then, for KB; the answer to Question
1.1 is in the negative. More precisely, there is a sequence of functions f fngNn¼1 in
KB-EðM; aÞ (for some positive constants M and a) such that all weak-star limit points
(in MðTÞ) of the sequence of measures flog j fnj dygNn¼1 contain an atom at 1.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. We ﬁrst note that it sufﬁces to produce our sequence f fngNn¼1
with properties (ii) and (iii), and satisfying
(iv) supfj fnðxÞj : xAR and n ¼ 1; 2; 3;ygp1
instead if (i). Indeed, suppose f fngNn¼1 satisﬁes (ii)–(iv). Let hðzÞ ¼ sin zz and let Fn ¼
hfn: Then fFngNn¼1 is bounded in L2ðRÞ and Fn has type no greater than c þ 1; which
makes no difference (we simply replace c by c þ 1). And furthermore, on R we have
j log jFnjj ¼ log jFnj ¼ log j fnj  log jhj:
So, for any DDR;
Z
D
j log jFnðxÞjj
1þ x2 dx ¼ 
Z
D
log j fnðxÞj
1þ x2 dx 
Z
D
log jhðxÞj
1þ x2 dx
¼: A1ðDÞ þ A2ðDÞ: ð5:1Þ
Since A2ðDÞ is ﬁnite, we see, by (ii), that jlog jFnjj1þx2
n oN
n¼1
is bounded in L1ðRÞ by M þ C;
where M is a bound on fjjLnjjgNn¼1 and C ¼
R
R
jlog jhjj
1þx2 dx: Whereas, choosing Dn ¼
fjxj4ng we ﬁnd that
Z
Dn
jlog jFnðxÞjj
1þ x2 dx ¼ 
Z
Dn
log j fnðxÞj
1þ x2 dx 
Z
Dn
log jhðxÞj
1þ x2 dx; ð5:2Þ
and the second term on the right-hand side goes to zero as n-N: By (5.2) we see
that, for large n; Fn satisﬁes (iii) (with
b
2
in place of b).
To construct f fngNn¼1 satisfying (ii)–(iv), we may assume that c ¼ 1: Deﬁne fn by
fnðwÞ ¼
sinðw
n
Þ
w
n
 n
;
for n ¼ 1; 2; 3;y : Clearly, the functions fn are entire of type 1 and are in L2ðRÞ:
Also, j fnðxÞjp1 on R: Note that sin ww is in the Nevanlinna class of the upper half-
plane U (indeed, ðsin w
w
ÞeiwAHNðUÞ), and so
Z
R
jlog j sinðxÞ
x
jj
1þ x2 dxoN:
In fact, since
R 1
1
jlog j sinðxÞ
x
jj
x2
dxoN; we have
Z
R
jlog j sinðxÞ
x
jj
x2
dxoN:
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Therefore, by a change of variables,
Z
R
jlog j fnðxÞjj
1þ x2 dx ¼
Z
R
jlog j sinðxÞ
x
jj
1
n2
þ x2 dxp
Z
R
jlog j sinðxÞ
x
jj
x2
dxoN;
and so (ii) holds. Lastly, we address (iii). On the interval 2noxoN we have
j fnðxÞjpðnxÞno 12n; and soZ N
2n
jlog j fnðxÞjj
1þ x2 dxXðn log 2Þ 
Z N
2n
dx
1þ x2Xconst40
independent of n: Theorem 5.1 (and Corollaries 5.2 and 5.3) are now estab-
lished. &
6. Final remarks
There are some natural questions that arise in response to results of this paper.
One of the ﬁrst has to do with Frostman’s representation of certain Blaschke
products (see (4.1)). Note that if a Blaschke product b can be represented as
bðzÞ :¼ SmðzÞ  a
1 aSmðzÞ;
for some a in D and some singular inner function Sm; then
SmðzÞ ¼ bðzÞ þ a
1þ abðzÞ;
and so b omits the value a: Since this observation can be ‘‘reversed’’, we see that the
Blaschke products b that can be represented in Frostman’s way are precisely those
which satisfy bðDÞaD: The only known examples of KB-spaces that contain
functions with nontrivial singular inner factors are those for which B has a proper
factor b such that bðDÞaD: We modify the proof of [8, Theorem 5(i)] (or, Theorem
4.1 in this paper) to show that all such KB-spaces have functions with nontrivial
singular inner factors. For related work, see [9, Lemma 1].
Theorem 6.1. Let B be a Blaschke product that has a proper (nonconstant) factor b
such that bðDÞaD: Then KB contains functions with nontrivial singular inner factors.
Proof. Since b is a proper factor of B; there is a nontrivial Blaschke product bo such
that B ¼ bob: And since bðDÞaD; there exists a in D and a nontrivial singular inner
function Sm such that
bðzÞ :¼ SmðzÞ  a
1 aSmðzÞ:
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Let fzngNn¼1 be the zeros of bo (in D), and let Wbo denote the collection of
nonnegative, log-integrable L1-weights w on T for which there is an absolutely
summable sequence of real numbers fcngNn¼1 (not necessarily all nonnegative) such
that
wðzÞ ¼
XN
n¼1
cnPznðzÞ;
z/PznðzÞ is the Poisson kernel on T for evaluation at zn (n ¼ 1; 2; 3;y). If f is any
function in H2 and hAHN; then
fSmBfh ¼ j f j2SmBh ¼ j f j2boh
1 aSm
1 aSm
¼ j f j2j1 aSmj2 bohð1 aSmÞ2
:
Therefore, if f is chosen to be an outer function such that z/j f ðzÞj2j1
aSmðzÞj2AWbo ; then BfHN is dense in BH2 andZ
fSmBfh dy ¼ 0
for all h in HN; and therefore fSmAKB: Since bo is nontrivial and
0o1 jajpj1 aSmjp1þ jaj
on D; we can ﬁnd a variety of outer functions f such that z/j f ðzÞj2j1
aSmðzÞj2AWbo ; and hence such that fSmAKB: &
Theorem 6.1 prompts the following question.
Question 6.2. If B is a Blaschke product and KB contains functions with nontrivial
singular inner factors, then does B necessarily have a factor b such that bðDÞaD?
One theme of our study in this paper is the search for some understanding of the
growth of functions in KB :¼ H2~BH2; when B is an inﬁnite Blaschke product. We
now brieﬂy expand on an idea found in the proof of Theorem 6.1 that helps in this
search. If B is any Blaschke product, we deﬁneWB (as in the proof of Theorem 6.1)
to be the set of nonnegative, log-integrable L1-weights w on T for which there is
an absolutely summable sequence of real numbers fcngNn¼1 (not necessarily all
nonnegative) such that
wðzÞ ¼
XN
n¼1
cnPznðzÞ;
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fzngNn¼1 are the zeros of B (in D) and z/PznðzÞ is the Poisson kernel on T for
evaluation at zn (n ¼ 1; 2; 3;y). In fact, the major ‘‘punch’’ in Theorem 6.1 is the
following simple observation; which is also closely related to some recent work of
Dyakonov (cf. [9, Lemma 5]).
Lemma 6.3. Let B be a Blaschke product. If f is an outer function in H2 and
z/j f ðzÞj2AWB; then fAKB:
Proof. We assume that f is an outer function in H2 such that z/j f ðzÞj2AWB: Then
BfHN is dense in BH2 and, for any h in HN;
Z
f Bfh dy ¼
Z
Bhj f j2 dy ¼
XN
n¼1
cnBðznÞhðznÞ ¼ 0:
It follows that fAKB: &
Lemma 6.3 provides a short and elementary proof of a result of Lotto and Sarason
[13, Lemma 13.4] or Theorem 6.4 below. The proof given in [13] relies on some rather
‘‘heavy machinery’’ developed by Shapiro and Shields [16].
Theorem 6.4 (Lotto and Sarason [13]). Let j be a nonnegative essentially unbounded
measurable function on T: Then there exists f in H2 that is noncyclic for T such that
fjeL2:
Proof. Let E ¼ fzAT : jðzÞ41g and ﬁnd a nonnegative, Lebesgue integrable and
essentially unbounded function c on T such that c ¼ 1 on T\E and 1pcpj on E:
Then logðcÞ is integrable on T and so we can ﬁnd an outer function g in H2 such that
jgj ¼ c a.e. on T: Since jgj is essentially unbounded on T; there is a sequence of
points fzngNn¼1 in D such that jznj-1 and jgðznÞj-N (as n-N). Passing to a
subsequence if need be, we may assume that fzngNn¼1 is a Blaschke sequence; let B be
the corresponding Blaschke product. Since jgðznÞj-N; as n-N; we can ﬁnd a
summable sequence of positive constants fcngNn¼1 such that
XN
n¼1
cnjgðznÞj2 ¼N:
Note that if we deﬁne w on T by
wðzÞ ¼
XN
n¼1
cnPznðzÞ;
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then wAWB and so, by Lemma 6.3, any outer function f in H2 such that j f j2 ¼ w on
T; is in KB: Thus, for such an f ; and by the subharmonicity of jgj2 on D;
Z
j f j2jgj2 dyX
XN
n¼1
cnjgðznÞj2 ¼N;
and therefore fgeL2: Since jgj ¼ c a.e. on T and by our construction of c; it follows
immediately that fjeL2: &
We now state a corollary to the proof of Theorem 6.4.
Corollary 6.5. Let B be an infinite Blaschke product, with zeros fzngNn¼1 and let wo be
an accumulation point of fzngNn¼1 on T: Suppose gAH2 and
lim
z-wo
zAD
jgðzÞj ¼N:
Then there exists f in KB such that fgeL2:
The following question was also posed to us by A. Lindquist and T. Georgiou, and
remains unsolved.
Question 6.6. Let B be an inﬁnite Blaschke product, with zeros fzngNn¼1 and let wo be
an accumulation point of fzngNn¼1 on T: Suppose gAL2 and g is essentially
unbounded in every neighborhood of wo: Then does there exist f in KB such that
fgeL2? The same question can be raised more generally in the context of KI ; where I
is an inner function and wo is an essential singularity of I :
We end this section and the paper with a discussion of our work in Section 5. In
that section we show that the results of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 fail if a speciﬁc KB
contains a nontrivial function of the form fSm; provided part of the singular measure
m is a point mass on T: There is a fair amount of evidence that these theorems fail
whenever KB contains a function with a nontrivial singular inner factor, without
requiring that the associated singular measure involves a point mass. Accordingly,
Question 1.1 would have a negative answer in these spaces. However, we have not
yet been able to prove this. A possible avenue of approach to this problem is as
follows. Let B be a Blaschke product such that KB contains functions with nontrivial
singular inner factors and let fangNn¼1 be the zeros of B; we assume for the sake of
simplicity that B has no multiple zeros. Then, as we noted earlier for ﬁnite Blaschke
products, we have
KB ¼ Span 1
1 anz : n ¼ 1; 2; 3;y
 
:
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Let fSm be a function in KB; where Sm is a nontrivial singular inner function and,
since KB is stable under division by singular factors, f may be taken to be an outer
function. Approximating fSm by a sequence of rational functions fqNgNN¼1; where
qNAKBN and BN is the Blaschke product built on the zeros fangNn¼1; we then have
f ðzÞSmðzÞ ¼ lim
N-N
qNðzÞ ¼ lim
N-N
cN
QmN
j¼1 ðz  bðNÞj ÞQ
jAJN ð1 ajzÞ
;
where JNDf1; 2;y; Ng; mNojJN j and fbðNÞj gmNj¼1 are the zeros of qN : In order for
such a sequence fqNgNN¼1 to violate Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, it sufﬁces for the functions
qN to be outer. So the problem reduces to ﬁnding a way to push those zeros of qN
that are in D to the outside, while preserving the convergence. The obvious way
would be to replace those zeros b
ðNÞ
j that are in D by 1=b
ðNÞ
j ; yet the convergence of
the resulting rational functions to fSm becomes an issue. Without pushing the zeros
of qN outsideD; we may very well have Blaschke factors of qN converging to Sm; thus
not yielding that the compactness of flog jqN jgNN¼1 is being violated. This approach
leads to a question that perhaps is of independent interest.
Question 6.7. Let B be an inﬁnite Blaschke product and let F be a nonvanishing
function in KB: Is there a sequence fqngNn¼1 of rational outer functions in KB that
converges to F?
Since we have been talking about pushing the zeros of functions in KB outside of
D; the question naturally arises as to where these zeros might be. This question seems
rather intractable, yet we pose it as follows.
Question 6.8. Let B be an inﬁnite Blaschke product. What are the zero sets of
KB :¼ H2~BH2? That is, for which subsets E of D does there exist fc0 in KB such
that f ðzÞ ¼ 0 for all z in E?
We have made modest progress in the direction of an answer to Question 6.8,
which we present after the following lemma.
Lemma 6.9. Let fukgnk¼1 and fvkgnk¼1 be complex numbers, and let fMkgnk¼1 be real
numbers such that MkX1 for k ¼ 1; 2;y; n: If
jukjpMk and jvkjpMk;
for k ¼ 1; 2;y; n; then
jðu1?unÞ  ðv1?vnÞjpðM1?  MnÞ
Xn
k¼1
juk  vkj:
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Proof. We proceed by induction. Clearly the inequality in this lemma holds for
n ¼ 1: Suppose that it holds for n  1 factors. Then, by this induction hypothesis,
and since both 1 and jvnj are less than or equal to Mn;
jðu1?unÞ  ðv1?vnÞj ¼ jðu1?un1Þun  ðu1?un1Þvn
þ ðu1?un1Þvn  ðv1?vn1Þvnj
p ju1?un1jjun  vnj
þ jðu1?un1Þ  ðv1?vn1Þjjvnj
p ðM1?MnÞjun  vnj
þ ðM1?MnÞ
Xn1
k¼1
juk  vkj
¼ ðM1?MnÞ
Xn
k¼1
juk  vkj: &
If B is an inﬁnite Blaschke product, then, by taking linear combinations of
elements of KB; we see that any ﬁnite subset of D would then be a zero set for KB:
Our next and ﬁnal result adds to this.
Theorem 6.10. Let B be an infinite Blaschke product with zeros fangNn¼1: If fwngNn¼2 be
a sequence in D such that
XN
n¼2
jan  wnj
1 janjoN;
then fwngNn¼2 is a zero set for KB:
Proof. By reducing to a factor of B (if necessary), we may assume that the zeros of B
(i.e., fangNn¼1—listed according to multiplicity) are distinct and ana0 for all n:
For n ¼ 2; 3;y let
gnðzÞ ¼ 1ð1 a1zÞ ½b2ðzÞ?bnðzÞ
;
where
bkðzÞ :¼ jakj
ak
ak  z
1 akz ðk ¼ 1; 2; 3;yÞ
are the elementary factors of B: Then fgngNn¼2DKB; jgnð0Þj ¼ ja2a3?anj and
jjgnjjH2 ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1ja1j2
p for all n: So fgngNn¼1 is uniformly bounded in H2 and there exists
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c40 such that jgnð0ÞjXc (for all n). Let fwngNn¼2 be a sequence in D so that
XN
n¼2
jan  wnj
1 janjoN: ð6:1Þ
For n ¼ 2; 3;y let
GnðzÞ ¼ 1ð1 a1zÞ ½b2ðzÞ?bnðzÞ
;
where
bkðzÞ :¼
jakj
ak
wk  z
1 akz ðk ¼ 2; 3;yÞ:
Then, by a partial fractions decomposition, GnAKB (n ¼ 2; 3;y). Moreover,
jbkðzÞ  bkðzÞjp
jak  wkj
j1 akzjp
jak  wkj
ð1 jakjÞ;
and so,
jbkðzÞjp1þ
jak  wkj
ð1 jakjÞ for n ¼ 2; 3;y:
Therefore, by Lemma 6.9,
jGnðzÞ  gnðzÞjp M2?Mnð1 ja1jÞ
 Xn
k¼2
jak  wkj
ð1 jakjÞ ð6:2Þ
where Mk :¼ 1þ jakwk jð1jak jÞ: By (6.2) and (6.1), fGng
N
n¼1 is bounded in H
2; and since
jGnð0Þj ¼ jw1?wnj; (6.1) tells us that fjGnð0ÞjgNn¼2 is bounded away from zero.
Hence,
GðzÞ :¼ 1ð1 a1zÞ
YN
k¼2
bkðzÞ
converges in KB; Gc0; yet GðwkÞ ¼ 0 for k ¼ 2; 3;y : &
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